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ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional (3D) point clouds (PCs) and meshes have in-
creasingly become available and indispensable for diversified ap-
plications in work and life. In addition, 3D visual data contain
information from any viewpoint when needed, introducing new
challenges and opportunities. As in the cases of 2D images and
videos, computationally modeling saliency and quality for 3D PCs
and meshes are important for widespread, economical adaption
and optimization. This paper aims to provide a comprehensive
overview of the related signal presentation and existing saliency and
quality models, with major perspectives from the ultimate users
(i.e., humans or machines), modeling methodology (with hand-
crafted features or machine learning), and modeling scope (generic
or utility-oriented models). Possible future research directions are
also discussed.
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1 Introduction

There has been rapid technological development in photogrammetry, three-
dimensional (3D) scanning, high-performance computing, transmission and
internet, and machine learning. As a result, more 3D point clouds (PCs) and
meshes [72, 204] have become available and are increasingly indispensable for
representing real-world objects (as digital twins). The PCs and meshes have
diversified scales (from a single object to a whole city, as illustrated in Figure 1)
for different meaningful applications and even otherwise impossible missions.
The relevant application scenarios include virtual objects and settings are
expected to extend to the emerging metaverse [27, 117].

Figure 1: A PC can be with diversity for scale: (a) a single object and (b) a whole city.

A 3D PC is a set of points in 3D space with 3D geometry (with x, y,
and z coordinates) and attribute information, such as color, texture, and de-
rived/auxiliary information (e.g., surface normal and other more sophisticated
feature descriptors). Ideally, infinite points and an unlimited depth range are
required to express an object and scene exactly.

A PC can be acquired by a depth sensor or massive red, green and blue
(RGB) images. Depth sensors can be divided into active stereo and time of
flight (ToF) sensors [75]. The active stereo sensor [99] emits a pattern texture
onto the scene surface and measures the depth based on the captured pattern
differences in stereo images. The ToF sensor [75], including the light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) sensor, measures the depth according to the time that
passes from signal emission receipt. In addition, PCs can be obtained from
massive RGB images [150, 220] by finding point correspondences between
images; thus they can be considered as a substantial extension of traditional
RGB images and video. The emergence of PCs has provided a bridge between
computer graphics (CG) and computer vision (CV), which have long been two
largely separate domains.

In practice with constrained resources, a PC has finite points and a bounded
depth range; therefore, for an effective and efficient PC, points should be prop-
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erly distributed [8, 16, 140, 142]. The depth information of a 3D PC for
bounded scenes and objects can be easily obtained using laser scanners by
maximizing the resolution of the depth information at a short distance by
comparing the phase of the reflected wave using short-wavelength rays. In
addition, it is also possible to acquire dynamic 3D PCs in real-time using
multiple sensors to capture details (e.g., clothes wrinkles caused by movement)
to satisfy the users’ required quality [86, 94, 109, 231]. Substantial research
has been conducted in related 3D segmentation [110, 175], object detection [34]
and tracking, localization [36], classification [72], simplification [140], registra-
tion [81, 204], and compression [146].

As a PC may require numerous points (especially for realistic rendering),
the PC is not always the best choice for the 3D data representation of an
object or scene due to inefficiency in memory usage, transmission, and certain
processing. Therefore, using a 3D mesh can be a good alternative for data
representation [235]. A 3D mesh can be created by a graphics designer directly
or automatically derived from a PC and has a connection relationship between
vertices defined by a topology.

Application scenarios of 3D PCs and meshes include facial recognition access
control [181], immersive telecommunication [148], virtual (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) [13, 163], image-based localization [36], robot navigation [108,
216], autonomous driving or flying [31, 40], traffic management [61], criminal
investigation [17], building information modeling (BIM) [143], cultural heritage
preservation [39], smart manufacturing systems [239], restorative dentistry and
orthodontics [134], and medical and biology science [242]. The list could go on
and on.

The scarcity concept in economics [186] indicates that only a finite amount
of resources are available to meet unlimited human demands at all times. The
resources in the context of uses of PCs and meshes are computing power,
bandwidth, storage space, energy or battery, device cost and size, and others.
Visual saliency and quality can be formulated, similar to the cases of images
and video to meet maximum demands with scarce resources and environment
considerations [23, 24, 126, 236]. These enable economical and optimal resource
allocation priority to deal with salient portions of signals and achieve the best
possible quality within the resource limit.

Similar to their counterparts in images and video, PC/mesh saliency [51,
115, 240] and quality [3, 56, 171, 225] are important research topics, to facilitate
the best decisions in different processes, as stated above. However, they are
related and interact with each other as well. In general for visual signals, signal
changes in salient regions affect quality more than in other regions [126, 236].
However, salient regions may also change when quality changes with different
distortion types and levels [57, 237].

This paper aims to present an overview of the research on saliency and
quality modeling for 3D PCs and meshes and presents views on future possibil-
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ities. As mentioned, along with points (vertices), a mesh also establishes the
associated connection and surfaces, and 3D PCs and meshes are closely related.
A 3D mesh can be reconstructed from a 3D PC (as presented in Section 2). In
addition, PCs have a more primitive form than meshes and are more versatile
and flexible in 3D representation, especially for large-scale scenarios (buildings,
terrains, and cities). In contrast, meshes play a key role in CG, especially with
rendering and visualization-related tasks, particularly for a single object, and
possibly shrink the data size and facilitate direct uses of existing algorithms
developed in the CG domain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews issues
related to the representation of PCs and meshes. Sections 3 and 4 review
the existing research on saliency and quality models for 3D PCs and meshes,
with human and machine uses, respectively. More specifically, we discuss the
saliency problem for finding the most sensitive regions for processing 3D PCs
and meshes. Afterward, we examine the quality evaluation methods of PCs and
meshes. It is hoped that the review helps create awareness and interest in the
important, related topics. Compared with the cases of 2D images and video,
saliency and quality for 3D PCs and meshes are still less investigated, especially
concerning aspects and factors unique to 3D visual signals. Section 5 presents
and discusses future opportunities and possible new technical approaches in line
with the interests in CV, CG, VR, AR and the emerging metaverse [27, 117].
Finally, a summary and concluding remarks are given in Section 6. Moreover,
Table 1 lists the abbreviations used throughout this paper for easy reference.

2 Data Acquisition and Representation

This section describes the two major approaches to 3D PC acquisition in Sec-
tion 2.1. Second, 3D visual data cannot be transmitted and stored in the raw for-
mat due to the massive data volume; hence, PC compression is presented in Sec-
tion 2.2. Since 3D mesh compression has a relatively long history and has been
well-reviewed, readers can refer to the related surveys [145, 170]. Third, the
conversion of a PC into a 3D mesh is discussed in Section 2.3, because the mesh
is a better form of data representation for rendering, visualization, direct uses
of other existing CG algorithms, and other applications. In addition, implicit
function based 3D representation is explored as the last topic of this section.

2.1 Visual Data Acquisition

As the first major data acquisition method, 3D PCs can be directly acquired
via dedicated hardware RGB-depth (D) sensors (Section 2.1.1). The second
major method is to compute the depth information of a scene from a single
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Table 1: List of abbreviations.

Abbreviations Full term

3DHoPD 3D histograms of point distributions

3D-SURF 3D SURF

AI artificial intelligence

AR augmented reality

BIM building information modelling

B-SHOT binary SHOT

CG computer graphics

CV computer vision

CVT centroidal Voronoi tessellation

FPFH fast point feature histogram

FR full-reference

GGD general Gaussian distribution

G-PCC geometry-based PCC

GPS global positioning system

GRNN general regression neural network

HVS human visual system

IMU inertial measurement unit

IQA image quality assessment

IR infrared

JND just noticeable difference

LBP local binary pattern

LiDAR light detection and ranging

LoD level of details

MLS moving least squares

MOS mean opinion score

MSDM mesh structural distortion measure

MSE mean squared error

MRMS maximum root mean square error
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Table 1: Continued.

NeRF neural radiance field

NR no-reference

PSNR peak signal-to-noise ratio

PC point cloud

PCC PC compression

PEFR precise extreme feature region

PFH point feature histogram

PSIM pose similarity metric

QoE quality of experience

RAHT region adaptive hierarchical transform

RANSAC random sample consensus

RGB red, green and blue

RGB-D red, green, blue and depth

RR reduced-reference

RRE relative rotation error

RTE relative translation error

SDF signed distance function

SE(3) 3-dimensional special Euclidean group

SIDE single image depth estimation

SfM structure from motion

SHOT signature of histograms of orientations

SIFT scale-invariant feature transform

SLAM simultaneous localization and mapping

SSIM structural similarity image metric

SURF speeded-up robust feature

SVR support vector regression

ToF time of flight

TSDF truncated signed distance function
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Table 1: Continued.

UDF unsigned distance field

UoQ utility-oriented quality

UoS utility-oriented saliency

V-PCC video-based PCC

VR virtual reality

2D image (enabled by machine learning) or multiple 2D images captured from
different locations and viewing directions, as described in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1 Direct Acquisition via RGB-D Hardware

Depth sensors typically obtain the depth map (reflecting the distance to the
sensor) of a scene (i.e., the geometry information (x, y, and z) of a 3D PC
from one viewing direction). The underlying technology can be structured
using light, stereo/multi-camera vision, or ToF, including the LiDAR based
on active remote sensing [75].

The RGB-D sensors refer to combinations of depth sensors and RGB
cameras, to associate conventional images with 3D PCs on a per-pixel basis,
for both geometry and attribute information (i.e., color in most cases, although
auxiliary information, such as the derived surface normal and other feature
descriptors, and may be included). Conveniently available RGB-D sensors
include Microsoft Kinect, Intel RealSense, ASUS Xtion Pro, Structure Sensor
Pro, and even iPhone12 Pro’s cameras with a LiDAR sensor.

LiDAR is a type of ToF technology that measures round-trip time. An infra-
red (IR) laser released from the emitter hits the target object and returns to the
receiver. The speed of light is constant; thus, the distance of the target object
from the LiDAR sensor can be calculated from the round trip time. LiDAR is
the most adopted approach with high accuracy and resolution, good detection
range, and robustness to environmental conditions (temperature, dust, etc.). It
can also include a global positioning system (GPS), and an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) to provide the orientation. Color information (if not already
captured) for each acquired point may be estimated via machine learning [78].

However, the LiDAR performance is highly dependent on the hardware
specification of the IR sensors. The depth quality tends to be proportional to
the device cost. In addition, LiDAR measures the distance by emitting and
receiving an IR signal; thus, interference may occur among IR signals when
multiple units are used simultaneously, resulting in performance degradation.
When one LiDAR sensor is seen in a field of view of another LiDAR sensor,
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serious performance degradation occurs, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
LiDAR is more suitable for capturing a large-scale 3D scene than a small-scale
3D object (and it is better to use a multi-camera system, as described in the
next paragraph).

Figure 2: Depth quality degradation due to ToF interference between sensors demonstrated
with a scene showing multi-sensors and a person. The location of the ToF unit in each sensor
is marked with a red circle. A circled region is enlarged to view RGB and depth images
better. Frames #1 and #2 were captured using two different sensors (namely, Sensors 1 and
2 respectively) which are not shown in the figures.

Stereo vision can measure depth from disparity using a geometrical for-
mula [99] and has passive and active means. The passive stereo vision esti-
mates the correspondence between stereo images without using IR patterns.
Due to the matching ambiguity, it has lower accuracy in texture-less re-
gions. However, the active stereo vision estimates the correspondence using
IR patterns to enable higher accuracy even in texture-less regions. In such
a system, IR sensors and patterns are generally used for depth estimation.
Each stereo-vision RGB-D sensor has two calibrated IR cameras, one IR
pattern emitter, and one RGB camera. The IR pattern and IR cameras
capture the depth, and the RGB camera captures color. Moreover, Figure
3 depicts the depth quality comparison of passive and active stereo systems.
In contrast to LiDAR, an active stereo system has diverse IR patterns, so
multiple sensors can be simultaneously used to achieve accurate 3D reconstruc-
tion. A multi-camera system can perform a 360◦ reconstruction of small-scale
objects.

2.1.2 Computational Depth Estimation

Depth information may be obtained without using dedicated hardware. Single
image depth estimation (SIDE), as an ill-posed problem for a long time, has
been made possible by deep learning to yield a dense depth map for a single
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Figure 3: Depth estimation comparison between the passive and active stereo vision systems:
A passive system does not use an IR pattern, whereas an active system uses an IR pattern
(the snow-like pattern, emitted from the IR pattern projector).

image (i.e., a depth value can be determined for each pixel in a given image [21,
22, 150]). In addition, depth can be computed from multiple images of the
same scene from different viewpoints. By matching 2D keypoints in images, a
3D model of a scene can be built, with the principles of stereo vision described
in the previous part as a special case. The monocular-camera simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) is also based on the same concept, comparing
the current frame with the previous frames for depth estimation.

Structure from motion (SfM) [220] is a well-known photogrammetric imag-
ing process of estimating the 3D structure of a scene from a set of 2D images.
The SfM reconstructs the 3D structure using the geometrical relations between
image correspondences, which should be invariant under radiometric and ge-
ometric changes over multiple images. Traditionally, hand-crafted features,
such as the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), are used to determine
the image correspondences [136]. Recently, with the advances in deep learning,
deep features have been used to determine correspondences [49].

The geometry between images is estimated using epipolar geometry [14],
which describes geometry between 3D points and their projections on image
planes. Image correspondences may be incorrectly matched because they are
extracted with consideration of only the appearance in images. Therefore, it is
necessary to remove outlier correspondences using epipolar geometry. Random
sample consensus (RANSAC) [64] is the most popular outlier removal method.
Based on the inlier image correspondences and camera projection matrics,
the correspondence points of two images are mapped onto a 3D space to
estimate the actual 3D coordinates of points. Finally, bundle adjustment [209],
which jointly refines 3D point and camera matrics, is performed to reconstruct
visually optimal 3D points. For a SfM-generated 3D PC, each 3D point stores
the feature descriptors (e.g., SIFTs) of correspondences in the database images
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employed to construct 3D points [30, 187, 189], apart from its geometry and
attribute information.

To reconstruct a 3D structure that deforms over time, a nonrigid SfM was
introduced [25]. The rigid SfM assumes that the target object is fixed, so it
estimates only the camera parameters of a single frame. In contrast, since
the nonrigid SfM assumes that the target object is moving, it estimates the
camera parameters and object motion in all frames. Therefore, nonrigid SfM
becomes an ill-posed problem because the number of unknowns grows with the
number of frames. Due to the growing unknowns, non-rigid SfM was initially
targeted on structured models [7, 166] to simplify the structure representation.
As estimating the depth map and object masks has become feasible with
the advent of deep learning, the authors of [211] proposed SfM-net which
reconstructs the 3D structure and motion of a scene in an end-to-end manner.
The SfM-net architecture is composed of structure and motion networks. The
structure network reconstructs the depth map for a single frame, and the
motion network estimates the object and camera motions. Given the depth
and motion, the final optical flow map is generated and supervised using only
the photometric loss without any other information.

2.1.3 General Data Structure of a PC

The jth point in a PC, Ω, with K points, can be expressed as a vector:

ωj = [gj , cj , aj ], j = 1, 2, . . . ,K, (1)

where gj = [xj , yj , zj ] and cj = [rj , gj , bj ] denote the geometry (point position)
and attribute (RGB values) information, respectively, aj represents the auxil-
iary descriptors, such as the derived surface normal, and in a SfM PC, it can
represent the SIFTs and database image associated with the point:

Ω = {ωj , j = 1, 2, . . . ,K}. (2)

2.2 PC Compression

The standardization of PC compression technology promotes inter-operability
and substantial cost reduction. In contrast, non-standard solutions may
result in better coding performance (possibly allowing less computational
requirements and reducing overhead in the bitstream), higher content control-
lability and protection, and more advanced research on the next-generation of
standards.
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2.2.1 Standards

The MPEG 3D graphics coding group has targeted efficient representation
and compression of three major PC categories: static objects and scenes
(Category 1), dynamic objects (Category 2), and dynamically-acquired LiDAR
sequences (Category 3). Two distinct technological tracks have been identified
for PC compression (PCC) standardization under two coordinated test models:
TMC13 (i.e., geometry-based PCC, or G-PCC) [146] for Categories 1 and 3
and TMC2 (i.e., video-based PCC, or V-PCC) [233] for Category 2.

In TMC13 (G-PCC), the geometry and attribute information of a PC is
coded separately. Geometry information should be decoded first to decode
attribute information. For geometry compression, the codec represents a PC
using an octree structure and assigns 1 bit to indicate the occupancy state of
each octree node. It provides two attribute coding options: the region adaptive
hierarchical transform (RAHT) based encoder [177], and the level of detail
(LoD) based encoder [146].

Rather than directly encoding in 3D space, TMC2 (V-PCC) converts 3D
points of a PC to 2D via projection from different viewpoints, a methodology
that has inspired new research in related areas (e.g., see Section 4.3), and
then takes advantage of the well-developed state-of-the-art video codec (high-
efficiency video coding) to compress the resultant projected images/videos.
The architecture of TMC2 consists of 4 major modules: patch segmentation,
patch packing and occupancy map generation, image generation, and image
padding and compression. The V-PCC is more suitable for dense PCs because
a sparse PC results in holes (which must be padded) in image generation and
inefficient compression. It may also be used for dense static objects and scenes
(in Category 1) without a temporal dimension, although it was not originally
designed for this. Fast coding mode decisions can be made for the V-PCC
standard using occupancy maps [224]. Compared to TMC13, TMC2 is not
suitable for large-scale, sparse, and noisy PC compression [131], because it has
a higher time complexity and requires a large projection plane at the expense
of increased coding overhead.

2.2.2 Non-standardized solutions

Compared with 2D images and videos, PCs have higher space dimensional-
ity, exhibit characteristics of stronger structural irregularity, and pose chal-
lenges to exploiting point correlation to eliminate information redundancy.
Enormous effort beyond the current standardization has been made in prob-
ing better solutions, which can be broadly classified into Class I for tai-
lored codecs for PC data [15, 42, 107, 192], Class II for image/video-based
compression [55, 233, 238], and Class III for emerging deep learning-based
coding [80, 176, 214].
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Studies of Class I have exploited the correlation between points based
on octrees [42, 69, 107], the K-D tree [192] and subdivisional meshes [15],
for geometry and attribute compression for PCs in Categories 1 and 2. For
instance, the GSR codec [69] divides a voxelized PC into blocks of equal
size and uses geometry-guided sparse representation to deal with structural
irregularity. A block prediction scheme and entropy coding strategy were
tailored to eliminate information redundancy within each block.

The research on Class II aims to take advantage of the well-developed
image and video coding infrastructure for PC compression, in line with the
strategy of TMC2. Work in this vein has focused on effective 3D to 2D
transformations to map 3D points to 2D image pixels while maintaining
the inherent spatial correlation between points, including rasterization [238],
space-filling curves [55], and nonlinear dimensionality reduction [233].

The emerging trend (for Class III) is to apply deep learning to PC com-
pression [80, 176, 214]. An octree-based deep entropy model, OctSqueeze, was
introduced for LiDAR PC compression [80], and a conditional entropy model
was designed to predict the occurrence of an 8-bit occupancy symbol for each
octree node. A recent study [214] suggested a variational autoencoder based
on an end-to-end stacked deep neural network for PC geometry compression
to outperform the G-PCC codec by a large margin. Despite the progress,
deep learning based PC compression is still in its infancy, and numerous open
problems exist, such as objective distortion metrics and adaptivity to PCs
with varied geometrical characteristics.

2.3 Surface construction from a PC

2.3.1 Mesh construction

Polygonal (triangulation) meshes have been applied in various use scenarios,
such as 3D object animation and scene rendering. Mathematically, a mesh
is a simplicial complex (simplex) structure to fit the geometric features of a
3D object, such as topology, surface and curvature (for rendering and other
situations).

Three key requirements for mesh reconstruction from a PC [142] are (1) local
region determination, (2) geometric feature maintenance, and (3) necessary
point resampling toward an isotropic mesh with a specified number of points
(a challenging requirement [50, 97]). Local regions can be determined in the
local tangent space, such as the centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) [33] and
Gaussian kernel [241]. The neighbor relationship of points can be obtained
and optimized in the local tangent space, but certain geometric features
(e.g., external and internal edges) may be lost [142]. The external edges
are outside a 3D object, whereas internal ones are inside (e.g., holes in the
object).
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Figure 4: Illustration of the geodesic distance between two points (P1 and P2) on a surface:
(a) geodesic distance against Euclidean distance (denoted by the dotted black line), (b)
voxel-based approximation of the geodesic distance [140] (denoted by the dashed green lines),
plotted in 2D space for illustration purpose.

More recently, mesh reconstruction has been performed using two steps:
initial mesh reconstruction and mesh optimization [142]. For Step 1, based
upon the intrinsic metric [67], the geodesic distance (not Euclidean) is used for
calculating the distance between points, and the difference between Euclidean
and geodesic distances is illustrated in Figure 4(a). This step leads to better
determining local regions and neighbor relationships between points. For
Step 2, the initial mesh is enhanced toward an isotropic one (Requirement 3).
Remeshing can also be realized for isotropic surfaces by progressive eliminating
obtuse triangles and improving small angles [217].

2.3.2 Function-based representation

Implicit function-based 3D representation is also possible, unlike direct PC (or
mesh) representation which expresses 3D data only with points (and connec-
tions). For example, if a 3D sphere is expressed as a PC, it can be expressed as
a set of points on the sphere surface. If it is expressed as a 3D mesh, it further
defines the connection between points. However, when using a function, a 3D
sphere with radius r can be expressed as x2 + y2 + z2 = r2, as an accurate
and compact representation by an implicit function in an analytic form.

An implicit surface representation, such as truncated signed distance func-
tion (TSDF) [93], can be used to represent a 3D surface of an object from
the depth image. A TSDF volumetrically represents the distance from the
object surface to the voxel grid subdivided over world coordinates, as depicted
in Figure 5. Contrary to a mesh, even if a TSDF does not represent the
object surface, it effectively represents structural changes in which surfaces are
combined and separated. The TSDF generated from a PC is dependent on the
sensor viewpoint in cooperation with the perspective projection mechanism.
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Figure 5: Illustration of TSDF representation. The outside of an object is represented as
a positive value, and the inside is represented as a negative value. The object surface is
represented as zero.

For a calibrated depth sensor, X = [X,Y, Z]⊤ and x = [x, y, z]⊤ are the
discretized cubic voxels in the world and local sensor coordinates, respectively,
and T : R3 → R3 denotes the transformation matrix from world to local
coordinates. The TSDF, denoted as ϕ(X), is formed by computing the signed
distances. A signed distance dist(X) is measured with a projection of the
related points onto the depth map H [85, 158]:

dist(X) = H (Π (T(X)))− Z, (3)
ϕ(X) = sgn (dist(X)) ·min (|dist(X)| , τ)/τ , (4)

η(X) =

{
1, if dist(X) > −τ

0, otherwise
(5)

where Π : R3 → N2, as the projection operator of x on to the depth map on
the 2D coordinates, Z is the ground truth of depth, sgn (·) is the sign operator,
η(x) is the TSDF weight, and τ is the truncated margin to control the TSDF
accuracy by ignoring regions far from the object surface and determining the
thickness of the object surface. When TSDFs are yielded from consecutive
depth frames, they can be combined by weighted averaging [46]. In addition,
a TSDF can be conveniently changed to a mesh through the marching cube
strategy [135].

KinectFusion [85, 158] is the first 3D reconstruction method with RGB-D
sensing based on an explicit function. It obtains a 3D structure by fusing the
depth sequences of a moving sensor to capture the entire surface of a static
object. Thus, it only considers rigid motion when fusing depth sequences. In
recent 3D reconstruction methods, handling the non-rigid motion of a moving
object has been also proposed [58, 59, 82, 94, 157].

Recently, neural networks [41, 169] have been developed to obtain the
signed distance function (SDF) rather than directly obtaining it from a depth
sensor with camera parameters. The neural network estimates the 3D surface
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from the PCs without using camera parameters. For example, DeepSDF [169]
estimates the SDF from PCs using a neural network as the regression tool.
Estimating the SDF using neural networks displays powerful performance in
the dense surface completion from sparse PCs. Implicit surface representation
using neural networks is also used to estimate surfaces from multi-view RGB
images. Neural radiance field (NeRF) [154] computes a 3D surface and its
color implicitly from multi-view RGB images.

3 Saliency Modeling

The 2D image (or video) saliency [23, 24, 84, 139, 227] can primarily be
determined using contrast/distinctiveness of luminance, color, texture, pixel
motion in 2D planes, as well as high-level semantics, center-bias phenomenon,
and so on. A depth map or its derivatives can be used as supplements with
2D image saliency to determine the saliency of RGB-D images, as surveyed
in [44].

Although these aforementioned attributes (color, texture, motion, seman-
tics, and others) still play critical roles in PC/mesh saliency [200], PCs/meshes
have higher dimensionality, and their modelling needs further incorporation
of 3D object geometry and surfaces and also consideration of the viewpoint.
Modeling for PCs can be even more difficult because points in a PC are more
disordered and unstructured (i.e., lacking explicit information for connections).
This section is devoted to a comprehensive review human and machine use,
for handcrafted and learning-based approaches developed for computational
PC/mesh saliency models, which can be applied in various utilities, including
simplification, compression, point/shape registration, segmentation, localiza-
tion, and viewpoint selection to name a few.

3.1 Saliency for human uses

Visual saliency for PCs and meshes can be defined according to the character-
istics of the human visual system (HVS) evidenced psychologically [221], (i.e.,
to determine more perceptually important regions regarding their surrounding
regions), for human observation, appreciation, and understanding.

3.1.1 Perceptual PC Saliency

Early research in [194] identifies and integrates the following three features for
PC saliency maps based on a hierarchical HVS perception mechanism:

1. low-level (local) distinctness, evaluating if a point is dissimilar to its
neighbor points;
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2. point association, regarding regions near the focus of attention to be
more interesting than distant regions; and

3. high-level (global) distinctness, comparing large neighborhoods.

With the work in [205] for PCs, a set of points are first decomposed into small
clusters using fuzzy clustering, and cluster distinctness and spatial distribution
of each cluster are combined as a cluster saliency function. Finally, a saliency
score is assigned to each point using the probability of belonging to each
cluster. Yun and Sim [232] detected saliency by first voxelizing a PC and
grouping points into super-voxels. Then, the cluster hierarchy is constructed
iteratively by calculating the cluster similarity, and the cluster saliency is
computed based on the distinctness of geometric and color features. The
method in [114] brought sparse coding into saliency detection, by extracting
features in local neighborhoods and applying sparse coding to these features.
Finally, the saliency is predicted based on the minimum description length
principle. The work in [51] improved the ideas in previous work [194, 205]
using the adaptive fusion of the local and global distinctness, including local
features, and employing random walk ranking for global distinctness.

3.1.2 Perceptual Mesh Saliency

Early research on saliency detection on meshes aimed to project a 3D object
to 2D planes [147, 229]. The work in [115] is among the first to measure
mesh saliency directly in 3D space. The authors of [115] computed saliency
based on the mean curvature, and the results can guide mesh simplification
and viewpoint selection. Wu et al. [222] introduced the concept of global
rarity and the method is based on local contrast. It can be used for mesh
smoothing and simplification. Leifman et al. [120] introduced the region of
interest for surfaces, by defining the vertex distinctness and shape extremities
characterizing the local structure. The method can be applied for viewpoint
selection. Limper et al. [124] estimated saliency based on Shannon entropy (i.e.,
the expected information value of visual content), using the mesh curvature.
In [199], in addition to local saliency, the authors proposed a measure of global
distinctness based on a statistical Laplacian-based algorithm that computes
saliency at multiple scales. The recent work [200] investigated whether mesh
saliency can be derived from 2D saliency, and a weakly supervised learning
method was proposed to learn to predict 3D saliency.

3.2 Keypoint detection & 3D feature descriptors for machine uses

Keypoints (interest points) refer to stable (repeatable) points with well-defined
positions that play critical roles in many CV and other machine-oriented
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tasks. Keypoint detection has the general requirements of robustness to noise,
compactness for description, repeatability under arbitrary 3D special Euclidean
group (SE(3)) transformations, and computational efficiency [71, 194]. A 3D
feature descriptor depicts the local geometric features of a point (including a
keypoint) to facilitate many processes that follow (e.g., feature matching for
recognition [92] and PC/mesh registration [137]).

Keypoint detection can be performed either independently [197, 202] or with
a 3D feature descriptor [182, 183, 185]. The keypoints and related 3D feature
descriptors can also be determined together [18, 138, 234]. If more keypoints
are detected within a region, they form a salient region. Thus, detecting
regions with a sufficient interest points is a reasonable first step for saliency
detection models. For instance, a set of points with high curvature [174],
instead of a few single points at higher curvature that might sometimes arise
due to noise, can more reliably detect the keypoints and salient region in a PC.

In this section, two major, distinct approaches, handcrafted and learning-
based, are reviewed for 3D keypoint detection and the associated 3D feature
descriptors.

3.2.1 Handcrafted Approaches

For handcrafted 3D feature descriptors, most methods are based on histogram
evaluation, as in the 2D cases. However, there have not been widely adopted
descriptors unlike the great success of the SIFT [136] or speeded-up robust
feature (SURF) [20] in 2D cases, although SIFT has been extended as 3D
SIFT [191] and PointSIFT [90] for PCs, while 3D-SURF [106] is an extension
of SURF [20]. This situation is primarily due to the lack or insufficiency of
textual and semantic information.

The signature of histograms of orientations (SHOT) [184, 207] is a method
based on the signature histogram that performs binning in local support to
construct a repeatable local reference based on the covariance of the neighbors
within a specific radius of each point. In each local region, points are binned
based on the angles between their normals and those of the feature point. The
histogram bins are defined by the radial, azimuth and elevation axes. The
binary SHOT (B-SHOT) [173] has also been proposed with far less required
memory and is much faster in descriptor matching. The point feature histogram
(PFH) [183] describes the geometry of each point locally with a set of 16D
features to exploit the neighborhood relationships of a point, and has been
developed into the fast PFH (FPFH) technique [182]. Another histogram-based
techniques is the 3D histograms of point distributions (3DHoPD) [172].

The spin image [92] is a shape descriptor that matches 3D surfaces rep-
resented as a PC or mesh, for efficient object recognition in cluttered 3D
scenes. The method constructs a cylindrical system with two axes based on the
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normal and tangent planes at each point. For every point under consideration,
each neighboring point is mapped to this cylindrical system by computing the
perpendicular distance to the line through the considered point parallel to its
normal (normal line) and the signed distance to the tangent plane.

Keypoints (Schelling points) can also be found for 3D meshes via analy-
sis [32]: symmetry, local curvature properties, and global properties (including
segment centeredness and proximity to a symmetry axis).

3.2.2 Learning-based Approaches

Learning-based approaches usually achieve better performance in determining
keypoints, but require more computational power than handcrafted methods.
In [230], a weakly supervised keypoint detector, the first learning-based 3D
keypoint detector, uses triplet loss and attention mechanisms to learn feature
correspondences from PCs. In [121], an unsupervised keypoint detection
method is proposed to produce highly repeatable and well-localized keypoints
under arbitrary 3-dimensional special Euclidean group (SE(3)) transformations,
with a feature proposal network to generate a set of keypoints and their
respective saliency uncertainties from a 3D PC. In more recent work [137, 193]
based upon PointNet++ (a PC segmentation network) [175], the point-wise
normalized scores (to represent the probability that each point belongs to one
of the k classes of segmented objects) are used to obtain keypoints [193], or
the farthest point sampling from the PointNet++ output to choose a subset
of points as the keypoints [137]. The log-Laplacian spectrum of a mesh [198]
and angular deviation of normal vectors between neighboring faces [89] can be
used as feature descriptors for 3D meshes.

Learning-based approaches [18, 138, 234] have been used to determine
3D feature descriptors or joint determination of keypoints and the related
3D feature descriptors. The 3DMatch [234] is a 3D ConvNet comprising the
convolutional and pooling layers and the activation function, which takes
in a 3D patch (30x30x30 voxel grid) around each keypoint. The output, a
representation with 512 features, is the descriptor for the local region under
consideration. The training minimizes the L2-distance between descriptors
of corresponding points as matches, and maximizes the L2-distance between
those from non-corresponding points as non-matches. The model was trained
with 8 million correspondences from a collection of 62 3D (RGB-D) scenes,
from multiple views. In [18], it is proposed to jointly learn a keypoint detector
and a 3D feature descriptor, instead of training separate networks for keypoint
detection and description.

The PC keypoint detectors and descriptors can be evaluated [121, 138,
230] using indoor settings (e.g., the 3DMatch [234] dataset) and outdoor
settings (e.g., KITTI [65], Ford [165], and Oxford RobotCar [144] datasets), in
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terms of repeatability, precision and point registration, under different SE(3)
transformations. First, the repeatability (stability) of the detected keypoints
is determined as the ratio of repeatable keypoints to all detected ones [121],
for various transformations. Second, precision is used for jointly evaluating
a keypoint detector and descriptor [230]. With a source keypoint ps, the
corresponding target keypoint pt in a transformed PC is searched for based
on the descriptor in the nearest neighbors. If ps and pt are within a distance
threshold, the correspondence is found, and precision is the validation ratio.
Finally, a point registration via RANSAC [63] is successful if the relative
translation error (RTE) and the relative rotation error (RRE) are sufficiently
small [121].

3.3 Utility-oriented Saliency

As introduced in Section 1, practical 3D PCs and meshes have diversified
scales (from a single object to a large city, shown in Figure 1), utilities
(recognition, localization, and so on), and ultimate users (i.e., humans or
machines). Naturally, computational saliency models can be (or even better
to be) utility-oriented.

A utility-oriented saliency (UoS) model can enable the optimized outcome
of the focused utility and its related applications. In [240], 3D PC recognition
performance has been considered in point-wise saliency evaluation. The
resultant UoS (although this term is not used in the paper) map explains which
points are salient for PC recognition. Dropping points with negative scores
leads to better recognition performance. However, if the points with the highest
saliency scores are dropped, recognition performance is significantly decreased,
creating the potential to build an adversarial attack model. Most follow-up
work has focused on adversarial attacks or defenses for PCs, such as [103, 130].

With city-scale PC simplification toward image-based localization as the
utility [28, 37] using SfM PCs (presented in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3), the
saliency (relative visibility [37]) of a 3D point ωj in Ω can be derived below, if
the formulation in Equation (1) is followed:

νj =
Oj

M
, (6)

where Oj and M denote the number of database images observing ωj and
the total number of database images in Ω, respectively. In other words, a
3D point supported by more of the PC’s constituent (database) images (from
different locations and camera poses) is more salient for localization because it
potentially provides more 2D-to-3D feature correspondences for the camera
pose (SE(3) transformations) estimation. Local visible points have also been
selected due to outlier filtering for the RANSAC stage [35], which are especially
useful in urban scenes with usually strong visual occlusions.
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Other utility information, domain knowledge and user requirements can
influence saliency modeling (e.g., for PC pre-processing [140], shape registra-
tion [137, 230], compression (as introduced in Section 2.2), and so on). More,
convincing research is called for UoS modeling.

4 Quality Evaluation

Similar to the exploration on saliency presented in the previous section, PC and
mesh quality evaluation is essential for human and machine uses as well. There
are several common sources of distortion and quality degradation. First of all,
as sensors such as LiDAR/ToF rely on infrared reflection, they are vulnerable
to various types of noise during an acquisition process. Furthermore, the
related 3D expression is mainly for 3D objects at a relatively short distance
because of the limited capability of depth finding. In addition, since 3D
data usually is in very large volumes, various artifacts may occur during
simplification and compression due to the limitations in practical transmission
and storage. In the case of 3D reconstruction of photogrammetry, noise occurs
when the correspondence between image feature points is not properly matched
[14]. If PCs and meshes are delivered to human users, the user’s sense of
immersion and realism may be impaired, and sickness may occur when viewing
3D content [102, 161, 167].

Like the 2D counterpart of visual signals [126, 236], there are two basic
types of PC and mesh quality assessment: subjective assessment and objective
(computational) assessment, respectively. The first type conducts perceptual
evaluation directly using human subjects (in Section 4.2), while the second type
performs computational (machine-based) evaluation (in Sections 4.1 and 4.3).
Furthermore, both basic types of 3D PC and mesh quality assessment can be
with full-reference (FR) and no-reference (NR). Objective assessment can be
of reduced-reference (RR) also. Most related research has been for FR so far.
Quality evaluation can be done with geometry alone, or geometry and color
(maybe normal and other contextual information as well) together.

4.1 Evaluation for signal fidelity

As in 2D image and video cases, the most straightforward objective PC quality
metrics are for signal fidelity [60, 171] when the reference is available (i.e., for
FR situations), based on certain geometric distance or/and color distortion
measurement between points and/or local surfaces of a PC and its reference.
Such FR evaluation can be with mean squared error (MSE), peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) or one of their variations [62], to be used in situations such
as a PC encoder for compression (Section 2.2), where a reference is available,

Correspondences can be identified (e.g., by a nearest neighbor algorithm)
between a target PC and the reference one, if the registration is not already
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available. Geometry-alone fidelity assessment can be divided into the following
three types [68].

1. Point-to-Point [149]: For each point of a target PC, point error is
computed based on the Euclidean distance, indicating the displacement
of the distorted point from its reference position.

2. Point-to-Plane [206]: This is based on the projected error of a target
point along the normal of the reference point.

3. Plane-to-Plane [12]: This is based on the angular similarity of tangent
planes corresponding to the associated points between reference and
target PCs. To be more specific, using the normal vectors for the two
PCs, the similarity is computed with the two angles formed by the
intersecting tangent planes.

The total error is then measured by evaluating all point/plane errors for each
type above, with MSE, PSNR or a variation.

Similar methodology applies for meshes, and measures to provide fidelity
analysis for meshes include the shortest distance map [74], Hausdorff dis-
tances [19], and moving least squares (MLS) error [123]. All these measures
estimate the geometric consistency between a mesh and one of its variants.

4.2 Evaluation for human uses

4.2.1 Perceptual PC evaluation

With PCs for humans to observe and judge (usually for relatively small-scale ob-
jects or scenes), subjective viewing experiments can be conducted [171, 203], via
visualization of 2D rendering and reconstructed 3D surfaces. Subjective assess-
ment has been conducted for AR [13], PC denoising and compression [11], visu-
alization strategies [10], and with voxelization and projection assistance [208].

In [29, 65, 73, 133, 196, 201, 203, 223], more subjective viewing data
have been collected with different sources, scales, numbers of objects and
points, geometric structures, distortion/distort levels, and represented scenarios
(indoor/outdoor). The databases with mean opinion score (MOS) provide the
ground truth of performance bench-marking, model training, or both (e.g.,
in [133, 171, 225]). However, subjective evaluation and the objective modeling
associated with it are not meaningful for city-scale PCs and rapidly increasing
applications with machines as users.

From the perspective of the HVS, due to foveation (like the 2D cases [118,
119]), it is expected that a region surrounding a keypoint contributes more to
modeling quality of a PC than one that is far away. Besides, the HVS does not
perceive the resolution of depth information as sensitively as that of textural
information [100, 101, 104, 162]. Hence, it has been studied to provide a more
realistic rendered view by representing texture more precisely than depth [95].
The human user’s visual discomfort can be also predicted [102, 161, 167].
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4.2.2 Perceptual mesh evaluation

There have been steady studies to obtain human-judged scores for mesh quality.
When evaluating the subjective quality of meshes, it is difficult to grasp the
overall evaluation of 3D content by visualizing one view. Therefore, multi-
factors such as viewpoint, object rotation and translation, and effect of light
and shading must be carefully considered [109]. It is necessary to consider
the existence of self-occlusion and the back of the mesh that is not rendered
from a specific viewpoint, and then to view the observed results from various
viewpoints. Therefore, there have been various attempts to measure subjective
mesh quality, depending on whether observers like to see it as static [219] or with
rotation, zoom, and translation [45, 70]. Investigation has been also performed
for the effect of the number of vertices and the resolution of texture [164].

Rogowitz et al. [180] showed that the distortion perceived by a human ob-
server is greatly affected by the position and type of light. A subjective quality
evaluation study [70] was conducted following the optimal lighting condi-
tions [160] when evaluating the quality of a mesh. Since error is more visible in
smooth regions of a mesh, an HVS bias is possible, and in [215], it was mimicked
by using the visual masking effect and psychometric saturation as modulation
for surface roughness values, which are first defined as the Laplacian of Gaus-
sian curvature values obtained from the considered vertex and the surrounding
vertices, and then modulated using a mapping function and a threshold.

Various conditions need to be considered to construct a database for mesh
quality assessment. The general-purpose LIRIS/EPFL database [112] contains
distorted meshes with smoothing and noise added to an entire mesh or a part
of it, and the LIRIS Masking database [113] is composed of 6 distortions for the
purpose of considering human visual masking effects. The UWB compression
database [210] and the IEETA simplification database [195] were also published
for implementing distortion from compression and simplification, respectively.

4.3 Quality evaluation with feature analysis for machine uses

4.3.1 PC evaluation with feature analysis

Geometric and contextual features can be analyzed for their respective impli-
cations for PC quality. Examples include the angular similarity of points [12],
color statistics extracted from reference and target PCs [213], local luminance
patterns [52], local binary pattern (LBP) at each point for texture [53], the pre-
cise extreme feature region (PEFR) [178], the generalization of the Hausdorff
distance [87], and the influence of scale changes [88].

Following the concept of structural similarity image metric (SSIM) [203,
218], an FR geometry-alone metric, PC-mesh structural distortion measure
(MSDM), has been proposed [152] for structural differences (captured via
curvature statistics) in the corresponding local neighborhoods between a
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reference and target PC. The method consists of three steps: (1) curvature
computation to obtain the local structural information for each point, (2)
establishment of correspondences between PC, and (3) calculation of the
statistical curvature difference between the points in the spherical neighborhood
around each target point and the corresponding reference points. The PC-
MSDM has been extended to PCQM [153] for colored 3D PCs, using a weighted
linear combination of geometry-based features (based on PC-MSDM) and
color-based features. For the color-based features, it extends the image-
difference measures [129] of lightness, chroma, and hue to PCs. Similar to
PCQM, geometry and color descriptors [54] are proposed with the normal
distance and CIEDE2000 color difference, respectively, to independently extract
features from reference and target PCs. More recently, a method has also
constructed relationships among points for a quality evaluation using graph
signal processing [225].

The FR PC quality assessment can also be conducted by rendering PCs
from different viewpoints (motivated by the projection in Section 2.2.1 for PC
compression) using an image quality assessment (IQA) metric on the resultant
projected 2D images. For instance, an image quality metric is applied to
projected images from PCs [9]. In [226], a six-sided (front, back, left, right,
upper, and bottom views) perpendicular projection is used for texture and
depth maps, and then the features extracted from these maps are fused as a
PC quality index. For each projection plane, the 2D texture and depth images
represent the photometric and geometric information of a PC, respectively.

The RR and NR metrics have emerged in recent years. An RR PCQM has
been proposed to extract 21 global features from geometry, color, and normal
data [212] as the partial reference. Geometry-based features are variations
of the statistical distribution of points along the three axes (X, Y, and Z).
The color histogram represents the change in the general distribution of colors
when artifacts are introduced. Normal-based features measure the similarity
between the normal vector of a point and that of its neighbors. A quality
score is obtained using a linear combination of multiple features. Another RR
metric for PCs encoded with V-PCC was presented in [130], based on a linear
model of geometry and color quantization parameters, determined using local
and global color fluctuation features.

A NR PCQM has been presented in [132] by first projecting a PC into six
2D images as described above and then feeding the projected images along with
their ground-truth distortion types and MOS, into the proposed deep-learning
network, PQA-Net. In [38], three relevant low-level features (i.e., geometric dis-
tance, local curvature and luminance values) from local patches are used. Specif-
ically, a set of N points is randomly selected in a PC. A region is formed around
each selected point by finding its Γ nearest neighbors, characterized by these
three features. Afterward, deep neural networks (AlexNet, VGG, or ResNet)
learn the mapping from the features to the ground-truth MOS of the PCs.
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4.3.2 Mesh evaluation with feature analysis

Early studies measured simple geometric distances for FR assessment. In [190],
the authors measured the geometric distance (Figure 4(a)) between a reference
mesh and its associated version generated by mesh simplification. To measure
the distance caused by distortion, Hausdorff distance, MSE, and maximum
root mean square error (MRMS) were used [43]. To evaluate the visual quality
of the compressed meshes, Karni and Gotsman [96] measured the difference
in geometric Laplacian values between a reference mesh and its distorted
mehs. Each Laplacian value is obtained by the weighted sum of the Laplacian
coordinate errors between one vertex and its neighborhood vertices to express
the smoothness of each vertex. Lavoue et al. [112] defined a local window
on the mesh and calculated the local curvature using the eigenvalue obtained
from the curvature tensor. The MSDM uses the calculated local curvature
features to define and compare the curvature, contrast, and structure terms
in a method similar to the SSIM. However, the MSDM has the limitation that
the reference and processed/distorted mesh must have the same connectivity,
so MSDM2 [111] uses a multiscale window to allow different connectivity to
be applied to the two meshes. The dihedral angle between the face normals
of a mesh can be extracted as a feature [210].

The reference mesh for a given distorted mesh does not exist in many cases;
thus the NR quality assessment has been studied alongside the development of
FR metrics. Studies have been conducted on the regression of quality scores
using limited features extracted from a processed/distorted mesh. With the
available databases, it is possible to train a model. Abouelaziz et al. [5] used
statistical distributions, such as Rayleigh, Gamma, and Weibull distributions,
by fitting the dihedral angle feature obtained from a mesh using support vector
regression (SVR). In [4], the quality score was predicted by training general
regression neural network (GRNN) using a curvature feature similar to that
used in MSDM as input. In [128], the shape and curvedness indices were
obtained by fitting the histogram to general Gaussian distribution (GGD).
The final score was predicted using a random forest method using the vertex

Figure 6: Illustration of the MLS surface fitting: (a) the purple curve represents the true
(ideal) object surface, and purple points are an original PC (subject to noise and errors
in data acquisition); (b) red points are the processed PC after preprocessing (denoising,
resampling, simplification, etc.) [140–142], whereas the red curve is the MLS fitting; (c) the
MLS result (red curve) is compared against the true object surface (purple curve).
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scatter, structure, area features, shape index, and curvedness index. Other
recent NR studies have used machine learning [1–3, 127].

Furthermore, quality related issues unique to 3D PCs and meshes include
the isotropic property (distances between each point and its neighbor are
approximately equal) [142], geodesic measurement and its approximation (Fig-
ure 4), and MLS surface fitting [8, 140] (illustrated in Figure 6). More careful
research is needed for these aspects. In addition, the 3D feature descriptors
discussed in Section 3 can help identify regions of high importance to develop
quality metrics.

4.4 Utility-oriented quality evaluation

Similar to the cases of UoS (Section 3.3), a utility-oriented quality (UoQ)
evaluation for PCs and meshes can be useful and might even be necessary for
many situations due to the vast diversity of the scales and tasks. The UoQ can
address a specific object or scene (e.g., a bridge [155] or an indoor setting [79]).
The UoQ can be for a specific purpose or application (e.g., a PC should
have more visible 3D points with an arbitrary view in the scene for image-
based localization [37], as explained next), whereas PC-mesh construction has
different requirements (see Section 2.3.1).

Explicit conceptualization of UoQ for machine uses has not been addressed
in the literature yet; thus, an NR example (which is more realistic in practice)
is provided, based on a closely related study, to present the concept and trigger
discussion and further exploration.

For city-scale image-based localization with SfM PCs, UoQ (localization-
oriented in this example) can be formulated based upon the findings in [37] with
simplified assumptions (although the concept of utility-oriented PC quality
was not presented in the cited paper). The density of the database images
(denoted as D) in a PC is an important factor for UoQ because the quality of
different, diversified is to be compared and calculated based on the overlap
extent of co-visible 3D points from database images [37]. The relative visibility,
νj , is derived in Equation (6) for the jth point in a PC, ωj , and the associated
probability for visibility can be expressed as follows:

Vj = νjf(D), (7)

where 0 ≤ f(.) ≤ 1, as an appropriate weighting function that increases with
D, and a possible form of f(.) is:

f(D) = 1− αe−βD (8)

with α and β as positive parameters.
For each point, the visibility probability, Vj , is assumed to be independent

of the existence of other points (i.e., λj represents a related independent
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Figure 7: Illustration of two PCs with at least three visible points (as simplified examples
because useful situations should have more visible points) from each database view: (a) a
dense PC with Q = 3 and (b) a sparse PC with Q = 1 (although database views have three
visible points).

Bernoulli trial, Bernoulli(Vj). λj = 1 when ωj is visible for a view (camera
pose), and λj = 0 otherwise).

With an arbitrary view in the scene, whether it is a database image view
or a query image view, the probability that ωj is visible, p(λj = 1), and the
total number of visible points, Λ, can be determined as follows:

p(λj = 1) = Vj , and Λ = Σjλj . (9)

The cumulative distribution for at least γ points visible with a view, p(λ > γ),
can be estimated via Vj in a given PC [37]. The UoQ of an SfM PC can be
defined as follows:

Q = γmax = argmaxγ(p(Λ > γ) = 1), (10)

where the maximum γ value is sought. For a PC, the process expressed above
determines the value of Q, and we know that at least Q visible 3D points
(i.e., 2D-3D correspondences for RANSAC) exist from any view. A higher
Q leads to higher localization accuracy by machines and higher UoQ for the
PC under consideration. Figure 7 illustrates two cases with different Qs. An
example of dense PCs (with a higher Q) is the Rome database [6] computed
with considerable visual overlap between database images, whereas an example
of sparse PCs (with a lower Q) is the Aachen database [188] from sparsely
located images.

In [179], the influence of multiple echoes provided by LiDAR has been
investigated for performance enhancement with PC classification; therefore,
such additional information can be meaningful for UoQ evaluation. For the
evaluation of mesh construction and remeshing, the intrinsic and isotropic
properties [142, 217] are critical factors for building an associated UoQ metric.
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5 Possibilities Ahead

In this section, the potential new research is explored and discussed for topics re-
lated to saliency and quality modeling for 3D PCs and meshes, apart from those
mentioned in the previous sections whenever appropriate, based upon our R&D
experience in the field, and extensive reading, thinking and reassessing during
this work. This is organized into two sections: new important topics as an exten-
sion of existing research and new topics that are even more forwarding-looking.

5.1 Further research on important topics

Limited by scanning devices and usually complicated scenes under attack in
the wild, most raw PCs cannot be directly used for effective and efficient
applications due to the high data redundancy, unavailability of semantic
information, object occlusion, scanning noise/interference, and environmental
and weather (if outdoors) conditions. Further investigation is needed for a
better methodology for research on various topics discussed in the previous
sections, especially addressing issues unique to 3D PCs and meshes, such as
geodesic measures in 3D space, and more global manipulations for keypoint
detection to overcome the difficulty caused by no or insufficient textual and
semantic information.

In particular, saliency and quality modeling for machine tasks required
substantial attention from research communities. This need is anticipated
because more PC- and mesh-related tasks are to be accomplished by machines
rather than humans in the artificial intelligence (AI) era with waves of digital
transformation in industries. There are possibilities for formulating an evalua-
tion for human and machine uses. Humans and machines share a substantial
commonality in saliency and quality requirements with 3D PCs and meshes,
and the current machine learning architectures and algorithms were inspired
by the HVS, and other related human brain and neural functioning.

Considerable PC saliency and quality research has adopted approaches
similar to that of the 2D counterparts; thus, intrinsic geometric/topological
analysis unique to 3D signals requires intensive effort to demonstrate the values
and advantages in practice. Furthermore, related lightweight learning and
model compression can also be explored for green computing. More work is
also expected to be conducted on RR and NR PC quality evaluation. Another
possible direction of exploration is PC compression, because PC representation
is a fundamental issue, and like other forms of visual signals, a large PC in
practice cannot be transmitted and stored in its raw format. Highly PC-
dedicated codecs can be developed for effectiveness, and efficiency for all three
PC categories presented in Section 2.2. Saliency and quality evaluation can
certainly play active roles in new PC compression frameworks. The concept
of a just-noticeable difference (JND) [91, 125] may be extended to PCs and
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meshes for saliency and quality modeling, compression, and other related
manipulations, for human and machine use. Work can be extended more for
nonrigid 3D PCs and meshes [204] (e.g., human bodies are nonrigid by nature).
In addition, more research is needed to explore the influence of saliency on
quality and the interactions between quality and saliency.

It is impossible to express a surface analytically for arbitrary objects.
However, with the advent of deep learning, functions that are non-linear and
difficult to represent analytically can be expressed through deep learning,
and we can reversely obtain a continuous and elaborate implicit function
representation of 3D data. The 3D representations based on implicit function
(as introduced in Section 2.3.2) have many different forms, including occupancy
networks that express the area occupied by 3D data [151], the signed distance
function (SDF) and the unsigned distance function (UDF) expressing the
distance between an arbitrary point and a 3D surface [41, 169], and NeRF that
enables volume rendering by expressing density and color [154]. Currently,
implicit function-based 3D representation is actively studied, but no attempts
have been made to quantify the saliency or quality evaluation using such
representations for 3D PCs and meshes. We believe that the saliency and
quality evaluation can benefit from by either extracting PC or mesh features
from the implicit function or directly analyzing the implicit representation.

Utility-oriented models (i.e., for UoS and UoQ) are particularly meaningful
for 3D PCs and meshes because of the vast diversity in scales (from a toy
to an industrial part or from a building to a big city) and the nature of the
utilities/tasks. As initial attempts, the research can start by referencing some
principles applied to the saliency or quality metrics for PCs and meshes, as in
Sections 3.3 and 4.4, for human and machine use. Careful UoQ modeling is
useful in numerous practical PC/mesh processes mentioned in all sections above,
including acquisition, preprocessing, compression, simplification, segmentation,
detection, tracking, registration, classification, and so on.

Domain-specific perceptual analysis of the 3D human pose and face is
one example of further research on 3D information, where it has been found
that errors on some joints (e.g., head, neck, spine, shoulder, and hips) are
more salient than other joints (such as knees, ankles, elbows and wrists) [116].
Temporal naturalness is also important because severe distortions of the pose
degrade the overall quality of a pose sequence [105, 168]. With such prior
knowledge, the pose similarity metric (PSIM) quantifies the spatio-temporal
structural error of a 3D pose similar to the human visual perception [116]. By
introducing the PSIM, the objective metric scores exhibited a much higher
correlation with the subjective scores than the original Euclidean distance
metric [83]. Such an approach is expected to significantly facilitate future
research on 3D meshes and PCs in specific domains.

Hand-crafted models have been developed for compression, saliency de-
tection, and quality evaluation. These models have several advantages, such
as simplicity, generalizability, and interpretability, but with less accuracy.
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Many deep-learning methods have been studied and can closely mimic human
perception and fulfill machine tasks in a data-driven manner. The current lim-
itation of learning-based models lies in the lack of interpretability, substantial
required computation, and big data required to generalize in practice.

5.2 Exploring more advancement

To date, PC and mesh quality for human uses is primarily evaluated in terms
of technical quality (similar to the relevant concept in 2D cases [76]), which
accounts for the major factors in the signal life cycle (from acquisition to pro-
cessing to the final utility). These factors usually are low-level defects/changes
(e.g., noise, compression distortion, transmission error, processing artifacts,
etc.) as discussed in the main body of the preceding sections. For human
uses, aesthetic quality [48] also matters apart from the technical quality, and
concerns more abstract and higher-level judgment of beauty (e.g., object com-
position, lighting, color harmony, and even personality [77, 122]). The quality
of experience (QoE) [26] is a holistic concept of the delight or annoyance of
users’ entire experience with a PC or mesh, which is worthy of careful explo-
ration. It should consider technical quality, aesthetic quality, visual discomfort
(as mentioned in Section 4.2.1), and so on.

Furthermore, as already highlighted in Section 1, the recent rapid devel-
opment and availability of 3D sensing/computing have enabled the integration
of CV and CG when this is needed or preferred. The massive and economical
depth information with PCs, used alone or fused with RGB data, provides
significant solutions to solve or simplifies many challenging CV and CG tasks.
Examples include object detection, scene parsing, pose estimation, visual track-
ing, semantic segmentation, shape analysis, image-based rendering, and 3D
model reconstruction, which were ill-posed, prone to errors/mistakes, expensive,
or even otherwise impossible. Therefore, more research is called for regarding an
integrated CV and CG framework and exploiting new territories of applications.

In the emerging metaverse [27, 117], humans expect to behave and interact
with others through a 3D virtual world, similar to the real, physical world.
Although the nature and working of the metaverse must still be evolved
and defined, 3D visual content plays a crucial role because it is an enabler
for the experience of realism, immersion, flexibility, and more importantly,
user interaction. Consequently, the saliency and quality evaluation of 3D
visual content, captured (for physical people) or generated (for avatars), is
expected to be a prerequisite for realizing the needed realism, immersion, and
QoE. It will facilitate seamless interactions, via fast, low-latency processing
enabled by allocating more system resources to handle more significant data
to achieve better quality or experience. Considerable latency may lead to
an action performed by an avatar representing a real person lagging behind
the intended consequence or a virtual object failing to move to a position as
expected. A saliency model makes it possible to reduce the latency in the
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metaverse by avoiding the transmission of unnecessary data and non-essential
computation.

The introduction of full multimedia [66, 125], with visual, hearing, olfactory,
haptic and gustatory signals would also differentiate the metaverse from
conventional VR and AR. Thus far, visual and speech/audio have been better
explored. Emphasis can be placed on olfactory, haptic, and even gustatory
(the most difficult) signals. We take olfaction [98] as an example to add to the
PC representation for an arbitrary point:

ω̃j = [ωj , oj ], j = 1, 2, . . . ,K, (11)

where ωj is defined in Equation (1), and oj = [e1j , e
2
j , . . . , e

P
j , fj , dj , ij ] denotes

the olfactory descriptor. Moreover, epj (for p = 1, 2, . . . , P ; assuming P olfactory
sensors) denotes the normalized value from the pth olfactory sensor:

P∑
p=1

epj = 1, (12)

and fj , dj and ij are the frequency, duration and concentration of odor
releasing, respectively.

Apart from the visual and speech/audio, the olfactory, haptic and gustatory
signals, and environmental settings (such as temperature and wind) greatly
influence the evaluation of PC saliency and quality/QoE. The modeling must
formulate interaction in real-time within virtual scenarios. Cross-modal effects
must also be considered (e.g., between visual and olfaction [47] and between
visual, olfaction, and taste [156]). We take saliency as an example: the overall
saliency, S, from n modalities may be fused as follows [159]:

S =

n∑
ι=1

S(ι)−
n∑

ι=1

n∑
ρ=ι+1

ε(ι, ρ)Ψ(S(ι), S(ρ)), (13)

where S(ι) (ι = 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the saliency effect for a modality (i.e.,
visual, hearing, olfactory, haptic, or gustatory); Ψ(., .) is a function (usually
nonlinear) for evaluating the overlapping effect of the two modalities under
consideration; ε(., .) is the gain-controlling parameter for overlapping. Equation
(13) was previously tested for visual JND fusion [228].

While full multimedia is used and QoE is improved, an effort is required
to avoid the possible Uncanny Valley, because this is expected to be a more
likely problem for the metaverse.

6 Summary and Concluding Remarks

More PCs and meshes have become available and facilitate rapidly increasing
practical applications in physical and virtual worlds due to powerful technology
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for 3D data acquisition and big visual data computing. They cover a wide
spectrum, have high scalability in terms of the number, size, and complexity
of objects, and further enable an ever-expanding scope of utilities. Using the
signal saliency and quality to guide the allocation of various limited system
resources for the optimal quality of performance for human and machine uses
is desirable to meet the high demand in a green and cost-effective manner.

“If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it” (William Thomson,
1824–1907). Substantial exploration has been internationally conducted in the
related research communities, and this paper is devoted to a comprehensive
overview of computational models for the saliency and quality of PCs and
meshes using handcrafted and learning-based approaches and generic and
utility-oriented modeling. Relevant new exploration possibilities in the existing
topics and emerging research areas have also been discussed.
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